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2021 CID Award Winners
Revealed at Coverings
A big congratulations to the 25 outstanding
projects that received a coveted Coverings
Installation & Design (CID) Award for 2021.
Year-after-year, the CID Awards celebrate
outstanding achievements in the design and
installation of tile & stone in both residential
and commercial projects.

And the CID Award Goes to...

Tile Trends and Rising Stars From
Coverings 2021

Recreating a Quarry Wall Through a
Lobby Installation at 100 Bishopsgate

In the weeks preceding Coverings 2021, we
explored trending tile styles that we highly
anticipated seeing in-person at the show:
large hexagon tile, assorted aggregates
(terrazzo) tile, green tile, XXL tile, and
biophilic styles. Instagram style influencers
did not disappoint with sneak peeks at
what were indeed this year’s hottest trends
on the show floor.

100 Bishopsgate is a development of two
mixed-used buildings in London’s financial
district. On the walls of the ground floor
and lobby, a wide range of Lasa White
marble from Carrara, Italy was used to
welcome visitors to the complex. All of the
walls, specifically the lobby’s feature wall,
were vein-matched to convey a solid look: a
feat that took time and planning to achieve.

Tile Styles

Off the Wall

Mosaic Tile Ideas: Your Big Guide to
Little Tiles

Spanish Companies Showcase Trends
and Innovations at Coverings 2021

Looking to add mosaic tile to your home or
business? You’ve come to the right place.
We have everything you need to know
about why and how to use mosaic tile,
including the best places to install it and
the most creative designs. But let’s start
with what makes a tile a “mosaic” tile in the
first place.

Droves of architects, designers, distributors,
retailers and industry professionals
happened upon the notable red carpet
lining the Spanish pavilion at Coverings
2021 for a look at some of the most
advanced ceramic tile technology and
breathtaking designs hailing from Spain.

Pretty Little Tiles

Trend Tour

NTCA Announces Awards Recipients
at Coverings 2021 in Orlando

CTEF Honors Two Tile Industry
Contractors with Newly Created Dan
Hecox Service Award

The National Tile Contractors Association
(NTCA) honored numerous members and
scholarship winners during a special inperson awards ceremony on Thursday, July
8 at the Coverings trade show in Orlando.

Take a Bow

The first recipients are two tile industry
professionals and Certified Tile Installers
who regularly go above and beyond in
support of the CTEF mission to raise the
quality of ceramic tile installation.

Above & Beyond

Check Out the Coverings 2021 Best Booth Award Winners!
Year after year, attendees are wowed by the creativity and innovation exhibitors bring to Coverings,
not only through their talents in manufacturing tile & stone products, but also through the beautiful
booth designs they present on the show floor. All exhibits this year are noteworthy – especially with

the challenges a global pandemic can present – however, Coverings is honored to present four
outstanding booth displays as 2021 Best Booth Award winners.
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